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1376 **CRUNCH TIME FOR DARK MATTER HUNT**

Little confidence that biggest WIMP detector ever will find hypothesized particles
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Viral genomes suggest ordinary travel brought the disease to Brazil in late 2013
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Videos of captive marine creatures unexpectedly show jellies defecate from pores, not via their mouths
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One-third of 473 genes in microbes have unknown functions
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1381 **TURKISH SCHOLAR WHO ELUDED ARREST DESCRIBES ‘WITCH HUNT’**

Three of Meral Camcı’s fellow academics are imprisoned for criticizing the government; more arrests may follow
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Grisly find suggests Bronze Age northern Europe was more organized—and violent—than thought
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3D snapshots reveal dynamics of the spliceosome on the mRNA splicing pathway
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Ad hoc approaches mix and match existing components
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Catalytic borylation of methane and ethane

The C–H borylation of methane and ethane is catalytically activated using transition metal complexes. This reaction provides a method for carbon monoborylation with high bond order.


doi.org/10.1126/science.aad3000
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